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ABSTRACT 

«le lnveatigate propoaltional ayateaa for local field theories, which 
reflect intrinsically the uncertainties of measurements made on the phye cal 
system, and satisfy the leotony and local cosmutativlty postulates of Ht—g 
and Kaatler. The spacetime covarlance can be implemented in natural way in 
these prepositional systems. New techniques are introduced to obtain these 
prepositional systemst the lattice-valued logica. The decomposition of the 
complete orthomodular lattice-valued logica shows that these logics are more 
general than the usual two-valued ones and that in theae logics there is 
enough structure to characterize the classical and quantum, non relativiatic 
and relativiatic local field theories in a natural way. The Hllbert modules 
give the natural inner product "spaces" (modules) for the realization of the 
lattice-valued logics. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Мы исследуем пропозмционные системы для теории локальных полей, внутрен
не отражапцей неопределенности измерений, проделанных на физической системе; и 
удоалетаорямцей постулату изотонии и локальной коммутативности Хаага и Кас-
тлера. Ковариантность пространства-времени естественно реализуется в таких 
препозиционных системах. Для получения таких препозиционных систем вводятся 
новые приемы! логические системы с решеточными значениями. Разбиение ионных 
ортомодулярных логических систем с решеточными значениями указывает на то, 
что такие системы являются бол~е общими, чем обычные бинарные логические си
стемы и что такие системы обладапт достаточно богатой структурой для естест
венного описания классических и квантовых, релятивистских и нерелятивистских 
теорий локальных полей. Гильбертовые модули обеспечивают естественные "про
странства" /модули/ со скалярным произведением для реализации логических 
систем с решеточными значениями. 

KIVONAT 

Eseményrendszereket vezetünk be a lokália térelméletekre, amelyek bels5-
legeaen tükrözik a fizikai rendszereken végzett mérések határozatlanságait, 
éa teljeaitik az izotónia éa lokália kommutativltáa Haag és Kastler-féle poaz-
tulátumait. A térid6 kovarianciát természetes módon fogalmazhatjuk meg ezekben 
az eseményrendszerekben. Uj módszereket vezetünk be ezen eseményrendszerek 
származtatásérat a hálóértékü logikákat. A teljes ortomoduláris hálóértékü 
logikák lebontása mutatja, hogy ezek a logikák általánosabbak a szokásos két
értékű logikáknál éa ezekben a logikákban elégaégea atruktura található, hogy 
természetes nődön jellemezzük a klasszikus és kvantum-, nem relativlaztlkus 
és relatlvisztikus lokális térelméleteket. A Hllbart-modulusok szolgáltatják 
a természetié belső szorzat "tereket" (modulusokat) a hálóértékü logikák rep-
rezentálasára. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

It is a «ell known fact that the nowadays used relativistic quantum 
field theory possesses many mathematically as well as physically unsatis
factory features. To solve these difficulties, at least partly, we think that 
one must find, first of all, a mathematically well defined kinematical pic
ture In which we can then implement in order the dynamical principles. Such 
a kinematical picture has to be in a simple and clear connection with the 
measuring processes made on physical fields (or on observables). 

In such measuring processes are uncertainties of principl which can be 
reduced ideally to two components: 

1. The sieasurings of two different observables on a (small)« region of 
the physical space О (or, ideally, at a point xeQ) can disturb each other. 
(In non relativistic quantum mechanics this is the only considered case.) 

2. The measurings of observables in two different regions of the physi
cal space 0 (or, ideally, at two different points x., x_ eO) can i 3turb each 
other. (This is characteristic for a relativistic quantum field theory.) 

Einstein causality (or local commutativity) which refers to the second 
case restricts the possible regions (or points) to the light like or timelike 
separated ones (in the non relativistic case the measurements do not inter
fere with each other in disjoint regions s^, S^efi&R , SjOS2 = ф, thus essen
tially the uncertainty under 1/ appears only in this case). 

These two types of non compatibilities must be reflected intrinsically 
in the mathematical structure o* the wanted kinematical picture of local 
fields. To find a good kinematical picture, our starting point was the quantum 
logic approach to axiomatic quantum theory (Birkhoff and von Neumann (1936), 
Mackey (1963), Jauch (1968), Gudder (1970), Plron (1976)). 

At present it is yet not known a generalization of this approach to field 
theory. It seems that the existing methods and techniques are inadequate to fill 
up this gape, so we introduce a new technique, namely the lattice-valued logics 
that, we think, does the trick. Briefly: After the short consideration of 
classical local field theory we introduce Boolean-valued propositions in the 
classical cases. Then we generalize this Boolean-valued logic to a complete 
orthomodular lattice-valued logic. The study of lattice-valued logics shows 
that there are in these logics enough structure to characterize a simple and 
clear way the different (classical and quantum, non relativistic and rela
tivistic) field theoretic cases. We show briefly the connection between this 
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approach and the Cx-algebraic approach of Haag and Kastler (1964). Further we 
give examples for the realizations of lattice-valued logics and lattice-valued 
propositional systems by Hilbert modules. (A Hilbert module is a module over 
a "-algebra and it has similar properties as a Hilbert space (see for defini
tion Banai (1978).) 

We hope that these new techniques and methods will be used profitably and 
usefully in the study of C x- and w -algebras and Segal-algebras as well as in 
quantum set theory (of Takeuti (1979)) and lead us nearer to a well defined 
analitical formalism for the nume leal calculation of relativistic quantum 
field theory (see Banai (1980 I), (1980 II)). 

We note that the work of Banai (1978) served as bakground of the ideas 
of this work, and the main concepts and results of this paper have been drawn 
from the doctoral thesis of the author (Banai (1980 III)).I 

2. PHYSICAL ASSUMPTIONS AND PROPOSITIONS IN CLASSICAL LOCAL FIELD THEORIES 

We consider a physical system P(Q) spread over a physical space region 
3 4 

Q (Q& tR in non relativistic case, or ОСИ in relativistic case). 
Depending on the choise of the subset Q, the physical system P(Q) is 

described by the tools of the 
a) point mechanics (0: = n points in ft , respectively, worldlines in 
b) statistical mechanics (n>> 1), 
c) local field theory (Q is a domain, but it can be the whole space, 

too). 
In what follows we shall consider mai ->ly the cases undfr c) . Let M O ) 

denote a measuring apparatus which covers 0 or a subset of 0 and can interact 
with P(0) on Q or a subset of Q. This can be implemented, for example, so 
that one place densly (in ideal case at all points) measuring apparatuses 
(and observers) on Q to be able to measure all parts of P (0). Then the com
plete collection of these apparatuses means the measuring apparatus for us. 

The measure of a physical observable F means a specific interaction 
characteristic for F, between P(u) and A(Q). This interaction modifies the 
interacting "surface" of A(Q) and this deformation, which is a function on 0, 
gives the measured value of F. One can determine this deformation by the 
above mentioned way that the observers measure the change at all points of 0. 

We can distinguish essentially two types of observables of a P(0) from 
the measuring point of view: 

1. Global observables, which characterize the whole P(Q) and their values 
are independent from the points of fl (e.g. total energy). 

2. Local observables which characterize P(ft) (point by point) at the 
points of 0 and their values depend on xCQ (e.g. energy density). 

A wide class of global observables can perform by means of local ones. 
More exactly: A global observable F can be defined to all local observables 
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^ T x ) , which have integrable functions f(x) as measured values, with the 
integral 

f = If(x)du(x) 
Q 

where f denotes the measured value of P <snd u(x) is a measure characteristic 
for F. With symbolic writing: 

F = / 'J'ixjdutx). 
Q 

Por example: In the classical field theory, the energy-momentum four vector 
P is determined by the integral: 

pu =
 0 V , x ) d ° V ( x ) 

where T (x) is the energy-momentum tensor field. 
Thus we will consider mainly local observabies of a P(0), in what follows. 
The space of the all possible values of the observables (the observation 

space of Birkhoff and von Neumann (1936)) is a subspace of f̂  for global ob-
servables and a submodule of R (0) for local observables, where R(0) is a 
real valued function space on 0. 

The experimental propositions of a physical system P(Q) correspond to 
the subsets (of certain type) of the observation space. The Borel subsets of 
К , for example, are such subsets in the case of global observables. To avoid 
technical difficulties, we shall consider, as experimental propositions, the 
subsets SN(0) of RN(0) of the form: 

S N(0): = [a,b)N(Q): = (f^R^O), a{ -i 

fjlxXbj, vx€0, a i # Ь ^ Ц , i = l,...N}. 

If we choose a proposition (i.e. a subset from the observation space), then 
the measured values of a sequence of global observables either coincide under 
the corresponding measurement with an clement of the chosen subset or not. 
But in the case of local observables, if f(x)«(f,(x),..., f„(x)) denotes the 

• N measured value of a sequence F.(x), .,., FN(x) of local observables and S (Q) 
is the considered proposition, then we can find under the measurement the 
following three possibilities: 

a) f(x) is completely outside S N ( Q ) : = [a, b ) N ( Q ) , 
b) f (x) is inside S N(0) for a subset u of 0 and is outside S N(0) for Co,, 

(Cto: = Q-u is the set theoretic complement of u ) , 
c) f(x) is completely inside S N(0). 

In the usual sense, the proposition S (0) is true in case c) and false in 
cases a), b). Thus we loss the information content of case b) provided by the 
measurement, if we only allow the true and false value for the propositions. 
This would means that these propositions are not the simplest corresponding 
to the measurements. To preserve all informations of the measurement in the 
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simplest way, we give a new loqlcal value for the case b) and call tt th> 
»rue-false value. Also one could say: a proposition S (Q) is 

x) false if its value is the empty set Ф, 
xx) true-false if its value is a subset w of 0; S (U) is true on ш and 

false on C'J), 
xxx) true if its value is the whole set U. 

This means that the propositions of a classical physical system P'O), in 
general, take their values in the power set .P(Q) of the set Q. If one re
gards only the measureable propositions of a Р(й), then they have values in 
the Borel sets B<Q) of Q. Thus we are led to consider the system of proposi
tions of a classic?1 physical system P(Q) as a Boolean-valued logic (Jech 
(1971), Takeuti (1973)). 

3. THE SYSTEWS OF PROPOSITIONS AS LATTICE-VALUED LOGICS 

Me follow the conclusion of the preceding section and we suppose that, 
in the most general cases (e.g. in the relativijtic qantum cases, keeping in 
mind the two components 1) and 2) of the uncertainties of the measurements 
mentioned in the introduction), the set t = fa, b, c, ...} of values of the 
local propositions of a general physical system P(0) is a complete ortho-
modular lattice with union V, intersection л and ort)KXXx*plementation ' . 

Furthermore we shall call a local proposition (briefly proposition) every 
experiment leading to an alternative of which the terms are the elements ot a 
complete orthomodular lattice I with maximal element 1 and minimal ei<.»ent O. 

Let L = (A, B, C, — } be the system of (local) propositions of a gen
eral P(fl). One can easily impose axioms on L, close, as much as possible, to 
those of a usual quantum mechanical logic. We follow here closely the works 
of Gudder (1970) and Piron (1976). 

Let us take an appropriate set of such axioms. 
Whenever a proposition A takes a value a in t it follows that a proposi

tion В takes a value b In t such that a*b and we say A implies.В, in writen 
Affl, This relation should satisfy: 

(Al) A S A , VA e L, 
(A2) A £ B, B & C s ^ A S C , 
(A3) A £ B, B S A ^ Л = B. 3 

Thus (L,£ ) is a partially ordered set and the least upper bound (LUB) and 
the qreatest lower bound (GLB) can be defined in thf? usual way (see for 
example Gudder (1970)). We denote them by " and n, respectively. The LUB and 4 GLB exist not necessarily In (L,£). Fo* mathematical convenience and yim-
plicity we shall recall re now 
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(A4) For any family A. € L, the GLB о A. exists in L and its value 
Is ( a. in 1, where a. is the value of A.. 

Now the logical negation corresponds to orthocomplementation: for A <~ L we 
assume that there is an X e L which is true whenever A is false and true-false 
whenever A is false-true; If a is the value of A then a' is the value of Ä. 
He call Ä the orthocomplement of A and we postulate that the map A—*A 
satisfies: 

(A5) (A) = A, VA 6 L, 
(A6) A & В О В £. Ä, 
(A7) А Л Ä = 6, VA e L (6 is the minimal element of L ) . 5 

Immediately follows that L i s a complete orthocomplemented lattice with the 
unique minimal element О and maximal element 4L . The only possible values of 
e and 4L is the О and 1 elements of I, respectively, 

tfe postulate further that 
,A*) L is weakly modular: 

A S. В •* (В П Ä) U A = B, VA, В € L. 
Thus L is a complete orthomodular lattice, i.e. a CROC in terminology of 
Piron (1976). 

We say that A € L is orthogonal (or disjoint) to В if A £ В, in write 
A X B. We can now define the notion of compatibility either with Gudder's 
((1970) and others') or with Piron's ((1976) and others') definition. 
Definition 1: Two propositions A and B, in L are compatible, if there exist 

mutually orthogonal propositions A., В,, С such that A - A,UC, 
В = BjUC. 

Definition 1': Two propositions A and B, in L are Süíd to be compatible If 
the sublattice generated by {A, A, B, B) is distridutive. 

We denote this property by A «•* B. 
These two definitions of compatibility are equivalent for weakly modular 
orthocomplemented lattice (as this easily can be verified, see Banai 
(1980 III)). This shows the prominent practic role of the weak modularity 
axiom, too. 

We note that the basic rules of the prepositional calculus (Piron (1976)) 
and those theorems, which follow directly from these rules, remain valid be
cause L is a CROC. 

The compatibility is the exact formulation of the simultaneous measure-
billty in the system of propositions (Gudder (1970)). We assumed in the 
axioms of partial ordering that A and В are simultaneous testable if A Ä B. 
Also to avoid contradiction, the following statement must hold in L. 
Lemma 2» If Afi В then A«-»B. 



Proof: It follows from (A8) that В * (BnÄ)UA, but (BnÄH/A and в is orthogonal 
to every other propositions. 
Hence В - (впХ)ил, А - euA. 
Then A*-*B according to Definition 1. • 
Further any A € L must be compatible with Ä 6 L, that is satisfied, in fact. 

The partial ordering and orthocomplementation were defined by the values 

of the propositions and by the corresponding structure of I. So it is useful 
*< to define a value function which assings to an element of L its value and 

which is a map L—»£ and preserves the structure of L. Further it maps the 

maximal element of L onto the maximal element of t. He must expect physically 

that a value function maps compatible elements in L onto compatible elements 

! in 1. Thus a value function is, in particular, a unitary c-morphism of Piron 

1 U976) from L to I. Therefore: 
' j 

Definition 3: A mapping v from a CROC L onto a CROC t is called a value 

function if 

a) v(J kt) - £ v(A i), 

b) Afi B4^v(A) Í v(B)', 

c) v(J.) * 1. 

Thus we are able to define a lattice-valued logic in an appropriate way. 

Definition 4: Me call the triple (L, I, V) a CROC-valued logic if L and I are 
| CROCs and V is the class of value functions from L onto I such 

that vaei3Aa€L v(A a) = a, W6V. It is clear that the element A a 

is unique. 

Let us see now the compatibility relation between L and t. 

Lemma 5: a) A, B6L, A«-»Bs>v(A)«-*v(B), 

b) v(A) 1 v(B) in tm>A«-»B in L. 

Proof: a) By Def. 1. A*-»B*,3A., В., C6L mutually orthogonal such that 
A • AjUC, В - B XUC. Then v(A) - víA^VvíC), v(B) - víB^VvíC). Since AjlC, 
BjlC, A ^ ^ v í A j U v t C ) , vm^lvíC), víAjJlvíBj). 

b) v(A)_Lv(BV**v(A) £ v ( B ) ' 4 » A C B ^ A i B « ? A « B . • 

Corollary 6t It a,4ci, a±*and 0.- v iA), Ár- v(£), i4,©CL then Л ~ В , 
Í v6V. The image of a Boolean sublattice of L under a vev is a Boolean sub-

lattice in 1 and the image of a maximal Boolean sublattice of L is a maximal 
I Boolean sublattice of I. 
1 He call the pair (C,<?) the center pair of a CROC-valued logic (L,t,V) 

if С and Q are the centers of L and t, respectively. Then 
Lemma 7: In a CROC-valued logic (Ь,1,Ч\ v(C) - Q , veVand (C ,d , vj e ) is 

a Boolean CROC-valued logic (i.e. С and 4 are Boolean). 
Proof: A v € V preserves the compatibility and is surjectlve thus we have: 
A€C«r A—VB6L m>v(A)~vv(B)€l «>v(A)€a •> v(C ) £ <i . Mow if а € a la orbit-
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rary we have to prove that ЭАЕС such that v(A) = a. It is clear that the 
A » A a is such an element in С . For, if a e <5 •* a'e<i; consider the follow
ing*: 1. B€L and v(B) * a's^v(B)! а я»* в«-*Аа: 2. BEL and v(B) £ i # B C A a 

•B«-*Aaj 3. B6L and v(B) * b is orbitrary. Since a E Q , a*-*b^a = лЛ/с, 
b • b.Vc, a., b., с are mutually orthogonal, further: с = aAb^a and b. -
= bA(aVb') = а'ЛЬ^а' (sea Gudder (1970, Lemma 4.2), Piron (1976, 2.19 
Theorem)) г* В £ h^ U A C, A 'iA C^B**A a = A • U A C. 

Now С and <4 are Boolean CROCe (Piron (1976)) ?nd v(€) = Q , vvEV, 
thus ( C, Q , V|^ ) is a Boolean CROC-valued logic. • 

Finally we impose the atomicity axiom on L. 
If A f B, A, BEL, and A S B, one says that В covers A when A £ X £ B ^ X = 

= A or X * B. An element which covers 9 is called an atom, we requiret 
(A9) If AEL, А ф в, then 3P6L an atom such that Р £ A, 

(i.e. L is an atomic lattice). 
(A10) If PEL is an atom, BEL, РПВ ~ в, then PUB covers B. 
Thus a set of lattice-valued propositions L sattisfying axioms (Al)-(AlO) 

is a propositional system in the sense of Piron ((1976), p. 25). 
Definition 8: A CROC-valued logic (L, I, v) is called n CROC-valued proposi

tional system whenever h and I are propositional systems. 
A CROC-valued proposl onal system is called classical if L and 
I are distributive (Boolean). 

Remark: It is well known that Piron determined the realization of the axioms 
(Al)-(AIO), in the usual two-valued cases (except some spetial cases), with 
(generalized) Hilbert spaces (Piron (1976)). This is the practic reason why 
we imposed essentially the same axioms on the systems of local propositions; 
we expect that one could determine the Hilbert realization of the CROC-valued 
propositional systems with an appropriate generalization of the Piron's 
method. Also we consider first this "minimal program" and after the comple
tion of this program we could pass over to the research of the realization of 
a more general systems of axioms in a clear way having the new informations 
provided by the realization of the relatively simpler axioms (Al)-(AIO). 

The covering law (axiom (AlO)) plays an essential role in the Píron'в 
realization of the propositional systems. Thus, in accordance with our minimal 
program, we have imposed on L this axiom, too, although it is not known yet 
that whether this axiom wMl play a significant role in the determination of 
the Hilbert realization of the axioms or not.. In the section 7. we will see 
that it is possible to construct such representations with Hilbert modules, 
in which the axioms (А9)-(АЮ) have no role, i.e. they realize merely the 
axioms (A1)-(A8).) 
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4. DECOMPOSITIONS OF THE CROC-VALUED PROPOSITIONAL SYSTEMS AND 

CROC-VALUED L06ICS 

One can easily decompose a CROC-valued proposltional system into irre
ducible ones with the use of slightly generalised methods and concepts of 
Piron's textbook from page 29 to page 35. Here follow only the main concepts 
and the resulted generalised theorems. It is not possible to give the proofs 
and all technical details, because this paper would grow much too long. These 
are left to the reader and to the reference Banal (1980 III). 
Definition 9t He call a pair of maps (M, m) a c-morphism pair from a CROC-

valued logic (L., I., v.) into a CROC-valued logic (L_, l_, V.) 
if И and m are c-morphisms from L. into L, and from I. into l_, 
respectively, and for all v- e V. there exists a v 2 г V 2 such 
that 

M О v 2| = v, о я. 

T»-.n the image of a CROC-valued logic under a c-morphism pair is a CROC-valued 
logic. 
Theorem 10; If (C,<i) is the center pair of a CROC-valued propositional 

system (L, i, V) then (C<f, V i ) is a classical CROC-valued 
propositional system. 

Definition lit He shall define the direct union ol a family (L , I , V I of 
CROC-valued logics as a CROC-valued logic (L, %, V) = 
* и ( , £ , V ) obtained in the following manner: L and *• are _ a a a a 
the direct unions of the L в and l s, respectively: L = и I»a, 

a 
I • V I , and VL * V a (where the equality means that: v с V =5> 

a ' a 
жр ао |vL 6 V a ) , conversely v a 6 V f l ^ 9v6V(vL * v a)). 

a a 
The direct union of CROC-valued logics is a CROC-valued logic, in fact, and 
the direct union of CROC-valued propositional systems is a CROC-valued proposi
tional systems. 
Theorem 12: In и <Le, l a , V a ) , (X a)~{Y a>, <x a>~{y a) iff X a ~ Y o , x a ~ y a , 

respectively. In particular, the center pair of и (L , I , V ) is 
д CI О* О 

the direct union of the center pairs of the (L , i , v ). 
F a a a 

Definition 13: A CROC-valued logic (L, I, V) is irreducible if 
a) I cannot be split as a direct union of two of its sublat-

tices, each containing more than one element, 
b) L cannot be split as a direct union of two of its sublat-

tices, each containing at least one (not necessarily proper) 
sublattlce isomorphic to I with respect to a value function 
restricted to the sublattice. 
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Theorem 14; A CROC-valued logic (L, I, V) is irreducible iff its center pair 
(C<!> - ({e,A>, {o, l}). 

Theorem 151 Every CROC-valued propositional .system (L, l, V) is the direct 
union of irreducible CROC-valued propositional systems. 

Theorem 16; A CROC-valued logic (L, t, V) is the direct union of irreducible 
CROC-valued logics iff its center pair (€,<}) is atomic (both С 
and Щ are atonic). 

We can give a weakened irreducibility notion for CROC-(lattice)-valued 
logics, which many be useful to study the structure of lattice-valued logics 
and general orthomodular lattices which equivalent with lattice-valued logics. 
Definition 17t A CROC-valued logic (L, I, V) is weakly irreducible if I» cannot 

be split as a direct union of its two sublattices, each con
taining, at least one (not necessarily proper) sublattice 
isomorphic to I with respect to a value function restricted to 
the sublattice. 

We can prove then the facts about the weak irieducibility with the same 
methods than those of the above theorems, leaving only the lattice of values 
1 fixed in the notions and concepts (for details and proofs see Banax 
(1940 III)). 
Proposition IB; A CROC-valued logic (L, I, V) is weakly irreducible iffrin 

its center pair ("Cújb "С г Q. 
For the proof of this proposition Is necessary the following 
Lumsa 19; Let (€,<?, V) be a Boolean CROC-/alued logic. Then 

(C,Q, V) = и l"Ca,Q, V ) 
о 

where CL г Q and V = {id: С -» Q ) (id means the identity mapp
ing). 

Proof; It is sufficient to whow that the case Q C C - C Q U Q cannot occur, 
where also С is greater than Q but it is smaller than the direct union of two 
Q (defining the inclusion with a sublattice). Such а С cannot take place in 
a CROC-valued logic (C, Q, V), for, on the contrary; there exist a Z€ Ű such 
that [в, Z] и Q and (fe, Z],Q, {id}) is a CROC-valued logic. Then either 
(0, Z] is isomorphic to Q or it contains a sublattice isomorphic to Q , since 
([в, Z], Q , Vrg gi) is a CR0C-"alued logic, too. This contradicts our assum-
tion. The statement follows with (finite or transfinite) induction. • 

Proposition 20; Every CROC-valued logic (L, %, V) is the direct union of 
weakly Irreducible CROC-valued logics. More precisely 

(L, I, V) - U (La, I, V a) 
л 

where "CL ш Q , va. 
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5. THE CLASSIFICATION OF CROC-VALUED LOGICS AND CROC-VALUED 
PROPOSITIONAL SYSTEMS 

The above theorems enable us to classify the CROC-valued propositional 
systems and to reduce a large class of these systems to the usual two-valued 
cases. 

1. (€,<*, Vj ) - (L, I, V), i.e. (L, t, V) is a classical CROC-valued 
propositional system, if it satisfy (A9), (AlO). In this case 

<L, I, V) « U (La. I, V a) - U (L^, * p, -) (4.1) 
a aß 

where (L , I, V )'s are weakly irreducible components; L is isomorphic to I, 
for all a, further (Ь-, l_, V - ) is an irreducible component; L ß and lp 
contain only two elements. Also an irreducible component is isomorphic to a 
classical two-valued irreducible propositional system, if (A9) and (AlO) 'ire 
not satisfied by (L, I, V) then only the first equality holds in (4.1). 

2. CC, Q) - CC, t) where С can be a) isomorphic to I b) bigger than 
t (C5t by virtue of an isomorphic sublattice of С to £). 

a) (C,6) * (1,1). Then the CROC-valued logic (L, I, V) is weakly 
irreducible and, if it is at the same time a CROC-valued propositional system 
(or only 1 is atomic), we have 

(L, t, V) - U (La, l a , V a) 
a 

where I contains two elements and L is irreducible and one I corresponds a a a 
to only one L . The L s, for different a's, are not necessarily isomorphic 
to each other. Clearly an irreducible component (L , I . V ) is equivalent 
with an irreducible propositional system or CROC of Piron (1976). Thus these 
cases are reduced to the two-valued cases. By analogy we many call such a 
CROC-valued logic the pure quantum case of a non relativistic local field 
theory (cf. below and Banal (1980 I)). 

b ) i 3 t , Then 
iC,q, v| € ) - и cC a, i, v a) 

as in (4.1). Thus 
(L, I, V) » U (L , w V ) 

о 
where each component of the direct union is a weakly irreducible CROC-valued 
logic and the center of each L is isomorphic to г. if CC,Q) is atomic then 

<V l' V - l (Laß' V Vaß>' 
we reduce these cases to the usual two-valued ones, too. By analogy we may 
say in these cases that the non relativistic field theoretic system possesses 
superselectlon rules (cf. below and Banal (1980 I)). 
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3. (С, в ) is arbitrary. 
Let us consider the cases а) С * <5 and b) "C. Z> Q . 
a) "C m Q . Then the CROC-valued logic (L, t, V) is weakly irreducible 

and, if £ is atonic. 
Hi », V) • U (L , I , V ) 

a 
where the center pair (C , (}„) of an irreducible component (L , t , v ) is 

в oi a a ót ({в , 4L }, (C< , 1 }). Such a CROC-valued propositional eystem in general, if о о а а 
1 contains nontrivial elements, cannot reduce to the usual two-valued cases. 
By analogy again, we may call such a CROC-valued propositional system, or 
generally CROC-valued logic, the pure quatum case of a relativistic local 
field theory (cf. below). 

to)"CO<k. Then 
(C,Q, vl ) - о (C.Q, v|* ) 

where £ s Q . Thus 
(L, 1, V) » U (L , 1, V ) 

a 
where each component is a weakly irreducible CROC-valued logic. If ("C Q, vl ) 
is a classical CROC-valued propositional system, then 

where 

(L, i, V) - £ (L^, lp, V o 3 ) 

( t V V " ( UW d<#}' { V V>-
He may say in that case, too, that the relativistic system P(0) have super-
selection rules (cf. below). 
Remark*t Ife see that only those CROC-valued propositional systems and CROC-
valued logics having atomic center pair, can reduce to the usual two-valued 
logic cases (structure preserving way), in which the set of logical values t 
is a Boolean lattice. This shows the generality of the CROC-valued logic. 
(See still Banal (19S0 II)). 

Me see further from propositions 16. and 20. that if one would be able 
to represent all weakly irreducible CROC-valued logics then the representa
tions of all other CROC-valued logics are the direct union of such CROC-valued 
logics. This would give a possibility to leave the axioms (A9)-(A10) which 
have no direct physical meaning. (The components Q , isomorphic to the center 
of i, behave like "atoms" in the center of L.) 
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6. SYSTEMS OF PROPOSITIONS IN LOCAL FIELD THEORIES 

We now show briefly that the two types of non compatibility relative to 
measurement processes, mentiond in the introduction, can describe intrinsi
cally in the CROC-valued propositional systems. 

1. Classical physical system P(0): All propositions compatible with each 
other, so L is a distributive lattice. The propositions take their values in 
У(и), generally. Thus the propositional system of P(0) is a classical CROC-
valued propositional system (L, <P(Q), V) which can reduce to the usual two-
valued case. (The latter statement is not true if we drop the axioms (A9), 
(A10) of atomicity . 

2. Non relativlstlc quantum system P(0), 0 fcH ; Two different measure
ment on the same region S of 0 (or at the same point x of 0, ideally) can 
disturb each other, then the corresponding propositions taking the true part 
of their values on S (or on x) are, in general, not compatible. Thus the 
lattice of propositions L is a nondistributive lattice. On the other hand the 
measurements in two disjoint subsets S., S_ of О (or at two disjoint points) 
are always compatible, thus the corresponding propositions A., A- taking the 
values v(A.) = Sj, v(A.) * S- must be compatible, i.e. if v(A,)ly(A2), vev 
then A.^A.. Also the values of propositions can be represented by .P(Q) and 
the propositional system of P(0) is a CROC-valued propositional system 
(L, ̂ ( 0 ) , V). The requirement of local commutativity follows then from the 
Lemma 5. (If we regard only the local observables whose measured value is a 
measurable function on 0 then ) reduces to ©(Q).) If the center of L is 
isomorphic to .P(Q) then 

(L, -P(Q), v) = и <L. [ф, x}, V ) 
x60 * x 

where (L , {0, x), V ) represents a pur? quantum system at the point x6Q (in 
terminology of Piron (1976)) and this fact suggest the name "pure quantum 
case of non relativistic field theory" for these cases, and this makes clear 
the name "superselection rules in the non relativistic case" above (for 
further details Banal (1980 I)). 

3. Relativistic quantum system P(0), Q & H : The lattice "L is again non 
distributive. Einstein causality determines the compatible elements of 
t - l(Q)t spacelike separated regions S., S, (or points x., x.) of 0 must be 
compatible, then if Sj, S 2 e I (Q), Sl 1 S 2 and vlA^.s., v(A_)=S2, vtv then 
*i***A2 (£'• Lemma 5). Other regions or points (timelike or light like separ
ated ones) need not be compatibles. These mean that ПО) has, in general 
cases, the following lattice structure: if S is a spacelike hiperplane in 0 
then it determines a Boolean subalgebra of 1(0) and conversely, each Boolean 
subalgebra of I(Q) is isomorphic to a ) where S is a spacelike subset of 
0. It follows further that if hei(Q) then 

h' » (xeo, x spacelike separated to all (yefl and у '• h)}. 
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The only elements of 1(0) that are compatible with all others are the empty 

set 0 = 0 and the whole Q (- H*)> Thus 1(0) is irreducible. We obtained that 

the CROC-valued prepositional system (L, 1, V) « (L, 1(0). V) is irreducible, 

if L is irreducible, and may describe a pure relativistic quantum system P(Q). 

All other CROC-valued propositional systems (L, 1, V) corresponding to re

lativistic quantum systems P(Q)s are direct union? of irreducible CROC-valued 

proppositional systems (L , 1 (Q), V ) where 1 (Q) has the same lattice 
a a a a 

structure than 1(0) above. We may say by analogy that P(Q) possesses super-

selection rules. 

7. STATES, SYMMETRIES AND OBSERVABLES AND THE CONNECTION 

WITH THE ALGEBRAIC APPROACH 

The states, symmetries and observable8 can be defined in a CROC-valued 

propositional system (L, I, V) similar way to the corresponding definitions 

of Piron (1976). The pure states of a physical system P(0) can be represented 

in the corresponding CROC-valued propositional system (L, 1, V) (if it exists 

for P(Q)) by the atoms of L. The values of the atoms of L in I are the atoms 

of 1. On the other hand, we saw in the preceding section that the atoms of 

1(0) correspond to the points of the set 0. Let x60 be the value of the atom 

PCL, then P represents the maximal ("pure") information in L obtained from 

the system at the point x. Conversely, we can represent the maximal informa

tion obtained at the point x with an atom P x of I« (the value of P x is x for 

a vev). Thus it can be formulated the principle of locality in the CPOC-

valued propositional system (L,l(Q), V) in a simple way. The all pure infor

mations obtained from the system P(Q) also can be represented by a collection 

{Px, x€S£0) of atoms of L, where the points x are the atoms of a maximal 

Boolean subalgebra of 1(0) (in the non relativistic case this Boolean sub-

algebra is $>{Q) - 1(0), s - 0, and the relativistic case it is P(S), where 

S is a spacelike subset in 0). We may call these collections (Px, x€S) global 

pure states. A value function from V belongs to each global pure state and 

for all propositions (let K_ denote these), compatible with the state {P x, xes), 

we are also able to give the correspondence v: K_ -» Jts), but we cannot say 

anything about the values of propositions which are not compatible with the 

collection {Px, x£5). Conversely, a value function defines a global pure state 

for a maximal collection K_ of compatible propositions; the state in which the 

proposition A€Kg takes the value v(A)eP(S)C 1(0), the family (P x, xES) of 

the atoms of the collection K_ (Xg is a maximal Boolean algebra of L) gives 

the global pure state. 

A symmetry should be a bijectlve mapping of L onto Itself which preserves 

the LUB and orthocomplementation. ßuch a bijection is an automorphism, for, 

the inverse map possesses the same properties. A symmetry preserves the com

patibility relation and maps the center of L onto itself. At present it is 

not known the exact connection between the symmetries of L and the symmetries 

of 1 which can define similar way. Nevertheless, we expect from physical 
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point of view that every symmetries of L generates a symmetry of 1 and con
versely, every symmetries of I induces a symmetry of L. It is clear that this 
means a restriction on the value functions in V. For example, let G be a 
geometrical symmetry group on the physical space Q and let s(g) and S(g) be 
the representations of G among the automorphisms of l(Q) and L, respectively. 
Then the invariance of a value function v under the double action of G on L 
and on i(Q) is expressed by the commutativity of the diagram: 

v I s(g) I v 
MQ)« v M Q ) , v о s(g) = S(g) о v, vev. 

This condition formally coincides with the imprlmitivity condition of Mackey 
for observables. Now this condition would express the invariance of the state, 
corresponding to the value function v, under the action of the group G. 

A (local) observable is defined as a correspondence between the proposi
tions associated with the measuring apparatus A(0) and those associate«, with 
the physical system P(Q). But the CROC associated with A(B) is not necessarily 
Boolean and atomic, in the relativistic case, the measurements in two timelike 
or light like separated regions can disturb each other. Thus we should have to 
associate with A(0) a (non Boolean) CROC A where A is a direct union of a(Q)'s 
each has a similar lattice structure than MO) in the relativistic case, only 
difference is that they are not necessarily atomic. This is the reason why we 
shall call a non relativiBtic (local) observable every c-morphism (or more 
generally, o-morphisms) from a Boolean CROC of subsets of real valued functions 
on Q £ ft into L of the CROC valued prepositional system (L, ^P(O), V) and a 
relativistic (local) observable every c-morphism (o-morphism) from A * 
ya (Q),Q£ И into L of the CROC-valued propositional system (L, 1(0), V). 
Then a non relativictic observable determines the spectral decomposition of 
a real valued function, with respect to a value function v in V, and a re
lativistic observable determines the spectral decomposition of a family of 
self adjoint operators, with respect to a value function v in V. This real 
valued function on Q£fl , respectively, self adjoint operators on the Hilbert 
•pace H(0) associated with 0 £ M * (cf. sec. 7) is the measured value and 
values of the non relativistic observable, respectively, relativistic observ
able. (Each measured values of a relativistic observable, with respect to a 
value function, is concentrated on a spacelike subset of 0, on which it can 
be measured without dispersion.) 

We note that the states and the connection of them with the probabilistic 
description and the symmetries and the non relativistic observables are stu
died more detailed in the non relativistic case by Banal (1980 X). 

Now we can easily see that the postulates of lsotony and local commu
tativity of Haag and Kastler (1964) (or see by Emch (1972)) for local field 
theories are satisfied naturally by our propositional systems, further the 
spacetime covariance can be implemented in natural way in these propositional 
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systems. From the definitions of observables and symmetries follows that the 
algebra of local observables of a physical system P(Q) is generated by the 
CROC-valued propositional system (L, t, V) of P(Q) and the symmetries of the 
local algebra are represented by automorphisms of this algebra. Thus it is 
sufficient to whow that the postulates hold for the CROC-valued propositional 
systems (L, 1, V). 

Let b be an open set with compact clousure in the configuration space 
( U 3 or H 4 ) and Q be the set cheoretic union of b's. Then (1^, I (b), Vb> 
denotes the CROC-valued propositional system of local propositions in the 
region b. Now (L. , M b ) , V.) generates the algebra A(b) of local observable в 
in b, and the CROC-valued propositional system (L, 1(0), V) generates the set 
theoretic union of A(b)'s (and its completion), A. It follows from the con
struction of the CROC-valued logic (L, t(Q), V) that (see Banai (I960 III)) 

(Lb, K b ) , V b) - ([в, B b ] , [0, b], V [ e > Bbj), 

where [в, В ] and [0, b] are in order the segments of L and 1(0) with the 
relative orthocomplementations. (L., 1(b), V.) is a sub-CROC-valued logic of 
(L, 1(0), V) (see Banai (1980 III)); the corresponding A(b) is a subalgebra 
of A. Now 
1. Isotony: if b.C b, then 

V t C bi )» V е i L v M b 2 > ' V ' 
what satisfies in (L, £(Q), V), in fact. 
2. Local commutativity: if b. ± b, then 

l \ ' 1 ( Ь1>' \ ] ^ 1 \ ' M b2>' \ ] ' 

i.e. the elements of L. are compatible with the elements of L. in L as we 
saw above (Lemma 5.). 
3. Covariancet Let G denote either the euclidean group £ or the inhomo-
geneous proper Lorentz group L +, according to the non relativietic, respect
ively, relativistic case. Then G is represented by automorphisms A6L—»A*€L, 
g€G from the definition of symmetries. The covarlance postulates now is 
equivalent with the requirement 

(L, K b ) , V b ) g - (L g b, Mgb), V g b ) 

in (L, l(Q), V_), where gb is the image of the region b under the action of 
g and the elements of V„ are compatible with the symmetry group G (they are 
invariant under the action of G). 

It is clear that one could control the other postulates of Haag and 
Kastler ((1964), postulates (1), (4), and (6)], in which they postulate the 
Cx-algebraic properties and structure of A(b)'s and A, with the determina
tion of the algebraic structure of local algebras generated by (Lb, Kb),VJ's 
and (L, 1(0), V) (see Banai (1980 I)). 
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A further note is that the axioms (A9, A10) have no substantial role in 
the above considerations, one could use only CROC-valued logics instead of 
CROC-valued propositional systems in more general consideration (in that case 
we can define, for example, the states of the physical system with the maxinál 
filters of L (instead of the atoms of L)). 

8. REALIZATION OF CROC-VALUED LOGICS 

Finally let us give some examples of realizations of CROC-valued logics 
with topological, especially with Hilbert modules, which are among the most 
common structures for realizations. 
1. (L, t, V) is classical; If (L, I, V) is a CROC-valued propositional sys
tem, then an Irreducible component of it is isomorphic to a set with two 
elements and (L, I, V) is a direct union of such sets. On the other hand, 
there exists a set Г to 1 such that I = Р[Г) a i M) г is the set of the tome 
of t (Piron (1976)). Then we can easily see that (PlP(r)], $>(Г), V) is a 
CROC-valued propositional system, where the elements of V are generated by the 
real valued functions Г + fi (if Г is countable). It is clear that PlPir)] 
is a propositional system. Now, as it is well known from the set theory,JP(Г) 
can be represented by the set R(D of all real valued functions on Г. Then 
Р(Р(Г)) = P(R(D). Let S(0) be representable with a mapping T+Pi%); x-»lx. 
Now if ffeR(r) then define the mapping v.: P(R(D) * Р{Г) the following wayt 

vf[S(Q)] =• w: - (xlxer, f(x)6ix = S(0)}. 

One can easily verify that v, satisfies the definition of a value function 
(Def. 3,), Conversely, if v is a value function from .P(R(r*)) to P(T) and Г 
is countable then v generates a function feR(T) because v is a unitary c-
morphism (see Piron (1976)). 

Now let aePiD be orbitrary and let R(n>) be the set of those elements 
of R(H which map the Ca> to 0 (Cu is the complement of t£ Then R(«)e _P(R(T)) 
and v(R(«)) - u, wev. Also (Р(,Р(Г)), £>(Г), V) is a CROC-valued proposi-
tional system, in fact. 

Now let (L, I, V) be a classical CROC-valued logic and Г be a set, futher 
let Ь(Г) be a CROC from the subsets of Г such that I - Ь(Г). Let us consider 
R(D then L can be embedded into a CROC of subsets of R(r). Let B(R(T)) be a 
CROC such that the elements of B(R(r>) take their values in b(Dand if у£Ь(Г) 
then R(Y) (the set of functions mapping Cy into 0) is an element of В(Н(П). 
Then L - B(R(D) * i >(R b(r)) where Rfa(r) is a subalgebra of R(T) generated 
by b(D. The elements of V are generated by the elements of R b C ) (if Г is 
countable) thus (L, t, V>- ( P d ^ t D ) , b(D, V f a). 

Let us consider algebrically the structures under consideration. Rw(T) 
generated by b(D is a subrlng of the ring R(T). On the other hand, B(R(D) 
generates a subalgebra M BlR(D) - M[R b(D] of the set M[R(D] of functions 
from R(D ^o R(D. M[R(D] is a module over R(D and M.[R(D 1 Is a submodulc 
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of M[R(r)) and M[R.(r) ) is a module over R^d*). Also, in general, the classical 
(L, t, V) can be embedded into the pair (M(R(r)], R(D), wher4 H(R(Dl is a 
module over R(T). 
2. (L, I. V) describes a pure non relatlvlstlc quantum case ((£,G) » (I, tfl: 
If I is atomic then (L, I, V) can be realized by a direct integral of Hilbert 
spaces (Piron (1976)). Another example Is provided by the Aw^-module of 
Kaplansky (1953). Let Н д be a faithful At^-module (which is also a Hllbert 
module in our terminology) over A (A is a commutative AW* •algebra). Then the 
set of Af^-submodules of Н д (denoted Ьу,Р[Н д]) is a CROC. By definition, the 
ordering relation is the set theoretic inclusion relation; every Intersection 
of At^-submodules is an At^-submcdule then it implies the existence of a GLB. 
The mapping which brings an AW*-submodule into correspondence with its 
orthogonal complement, is an orthocomplementation. The weak modularity rela
tion can be verified Immediately by passing over to orthogonal projectors of 
the АУ-submodules. Let A be a commutative AW*-algebra such that the lattice 
of its self adjoint projectors I(A) is a distributive CROC, and Н д be an AM*-
module over A. Let now t(A) be atomic and p denotes an atom in it. Further 
let I. be a homogeneous At^-module with orthonormal basis (x.) and P is a one 
dimensional submodule of Н д ({ах}, абА and x e(x^}). Then pP represents an 
atom 1 п Р ( Н д ) . Now (A9) satisfies trivialy in P (Нд) and (AlO) can be checked 
with a similar argument as in the case of Hilbert spaces. Let В « P ( Q ) » t(A) 
(in the function algebra С(Г), representing A, now Г Is a Stonean space be
longing to В and В is atomic means that the set of isolated points of Г is 
dense in Г; Ö - Г). Thus we get that in (Р(И Д), P (0), V) Р(Н Д) and P(Q) 
are propositional systems, and an element of V generates a function in Я(Г), 
restricted v to a maximal Boolean subalgebra of Рш.) (and if О 1ь countable). 
Conversely, every f6R(D defie a value function, mapping into P(Q), on a 
maximal Boolean sublattice of *Р(Н Д) in a way described under 1. above. (This 
mapping certainly coincides with a value, function from <Р(ИД) onto P(Q) but 
not necessarily in a unique way.) 

Mow let ш be an element otPiQ) ana е ш be the projector in A corresponding 
to a, then е иН д is an element of Р(Н Д) and v(e wH A>) « u, vv€V. Since Н д is 
faithful with respect to A thus for all деР(О) е 0Н д $ О (со f 0). ffe obtained 
that (Р(Н Д), P{Q), V) is a CROC-valued propositional system and weakly 
irreducible since PiQ) is isomorphic to the center of £*(НД) (from theorem 7. 
by Kaplansky (1953)). 

If we assume not that В is atomic and Н д is homogeneous then (Р(НД),В,У) 
is only a weakly irreducible CROC-valued logic (see Banal (1980 III)). 

This example suggests that we use Н д, in the description of a non re-
latlvlstic (local) quantum system P(Q), in a similar way as a Hilbert space 
is used in the Hilbert space formulation of a quantum mechanical system. 
(See in detail Banal (1980 I)). 
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3. By generalizing the above example, we should like to determine the Hlibert 
realisation (i.e. with Hllbert nodules over Cx-algebraa) of the all Irreduc
ible CROC-valued proposltlonal systems and weakly Irreducible CROC-valued 
logics« but In the present stage of our work, we'have only conjecture for the 
representations of the CROC-valued proposltlonal systems In the pure relatlv-
lstlc quantum cases. (See yet for general conjectures and expectations of the 
Hllbert realisation of CROC-valued logics Banal (I960 III).) 

Briefly this Is the following: t(Q) Is Irreducible thus we can represent 
it with closed subspaces of a Hllbert space H(0). This means that we should 
impose on Q (* %y) a Hilbert space structure with a bilinear Inner product 
<r>. Then the Boolean aubalgebras in P[H(0)] - 1(0) are determined by the 
spacelike subsets of Q. The orthocomplement of an x€Q is the set of all x'€0 
with g (x-x')u(x-x')v<0. This gives that the inner product should have the 
property <x, %'> m о for all x, x'eQ, g (x-x')u(x-x')v<0. 

Let A(0) be a Cx-algebra generated by the orthogonal projectors of H(0) 
(then A(Q) is a factor and, when 1(0) is atomic, of type I). Then any commu
tative aubalgebra of A(0) is isomorphic to a C(S) where S is a spacelike 
subset of 0. 

Let H- i Q. be a Hilbert module over A(Q), i.e. an inner product taking 
values in A(0) exists on H. ( Q. and this inner product generates an A-norm on 
HA(0) a n d HA(Q) i s c o m P l e t e with respect to this A-norm (see for exact de
finitions Banal (1978, 1980 I)). Then the set 5^(Н д ( в )1 of all closed sub-
modules of Н д ( 0 ) is an irreducible CROC, and ( Р ( Н Д ( 0 ) ) ,£>(H(0)), V) is an 
irreducible CROC valued logic if Н д ( 0 . is faithful. The eigenvalues of the 
orthogonal projectors of the elements of .PlH A ( 0. ] **'* t h e e e l f adjoint 
projectors of A(0). 

We see that the first problem along this line of thought the determina
tion of the exact connection between the lattice of projectors of A(Q) (or, 
equivalently, the latticle 1(0) of values of the local propositions) and the 
structure of spacetlme. we should like to discuss this problem more detail in 
an another paper. 

Here we would like to mention an interesting related work of G. Takeutl 
(1979). Takeutl introduced the quantum set theory as a set theory based on 
quantum logic. He generalized the Boolean-valued model of set theory to an 
L-valued model/ where L is the lattice of all closed linear subspaces of a 
Hilbert space. It is clear that there is a close connection between quantum 
set theory of Takeuti and the above developed lattice-valued logics; for 
i - L, the CROC-valued logics (L, I, V) give spetlal (and differently defined) 
examples for L-valued models and the topological modules (thus the Hilbsrt 
modules, the most favourite candidate for realizing CROC valued logics) give 
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the characterlatlc atructurea of the univeree V ( ' of quantum aet theory. Thua 
we can developed the theory of functional analyaia of topological aodulea 
baaed on the aateauitlca followa froa quantua aet theory. 

We note alao that we developed here the theory of lattice-valued logica, 
independently froa the work of Takeutl, froa a phyaical point of view consider
ing the aeaauring proseaaea of a local field theoretic ayatea. It followa alao 
froa thla viewpoint that the mathematica uaed by the well defined relativlatic 
quantua theory of local fielda will have to be in a deep connection with the 
aatheaatica baaed on quantua aet theory. 
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FOOTNOTES 

The author is also with the Publishing House of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences, H-1363. Budapest, P.O.B. 24. 
'Behind this choice (i.e. that I is not Boolean in general) is the clear 
(intiutive) expectation that we shall be able to describe in the value 
lattice of the propositions the second type of the uncertainties of measure
ments (because, as we saw in the previous section, the values of the proposi
tions are in direct connection with the subsets of 0) while we will describe 
the first type of the uncertainties in the system of (local) propositions. 
We note that (A3) shows that a proposition means for us an equivalence class 
of questions of Piron (1976). 
Piron (1976) proves that the set of propositions is a complete lattice 
(Theorem 2.1), out he suppose under the proof that the set of questions Is 
a complete lattice. Thus he only prove that, if the set of questions is a 
complete lattice then the equivalence classes of questions (propositions) is 
a complete lattice. 
'we note that (A7) shows that we can redefine every propositions A as a two 
valued one; A is true if its value is a and false if its value is a'. (But 
it is clear that the set of values of A cannot identify with the set {0, 1). 
The author is indebted to D. Finkelstein to call his attention to this fact. 
*We have not to associate with A(Q) а СROC-valued logic as we can easily see 
(cf. the classical case In section 2). 
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